ABSTRACT
Due to recent developments in the humanities and the social sciences more and more scholars are turning towards computing. Although there are accessible and well designed toolkits to get into computing, taking the step from surface knowledge of programming to tackling non-trivial issues is difficult and time intensive. Even those researchers with some computing background may face problems when they want to deepen their knowledge and start serious projects, especially when participating with a team of programmers is not an option. We think using Clojure for linguistic computing answers these concerns. Here, we examine the existing resources and explain why Clojure can help in both educating and researching. We also present two mini case studies as examples of Clojure’s interoperability and use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computational methods are standard tools in the natural sciences, and there is an increasing demand for easy to use tools in the emerging fields of digital humanities, linguistic computing, computational social sciences and data journalism. In these fields, the practice of scientific investigation relies on computational methods. Analyzing data and running simulations are inherent parts of current scientific work that require programming skills.

Although there is a plethora of high quality open source projects, the average researcher must become a polyglot and use various programming languages to achieve their goals. This results, far too often, in a long and steep learning curve, slowly progressing research projects, and bad programming practices. There is no royal road to computer science. Those who want to step into emerging new fields do not have to become computer scientists, but they have to acquire the basics in order to participate in interdisciplinary projects and conduct their own research.

The Clojure language is ideal for the above mentioned scenario for several reasons. The theoretical basis of functional programming can be related to the humanities curriculum. The clear and accessible Clojure development environment encourages good software engineering practice. Clojure, as a JVM language, and with its unique mechanism for parallelism, is a natural choice in the age of the data deluge.

2. EXISTING RESOURCES
The most popular natural language processing (NLP) tool is the Python Natural Language Toolkit (http://www.nltk.org/) (NLTK). It contains a wide range of algorithms, both statistical and rule based. It was designed for multidisciplinary instruction[3] and it is used at institutions all over the world. Today, NLTK is not only an academic toolkit; it is used in the industry too. The freely available NLTK book[4] and popular titles from big publishers[18] paired with its wide range of algorithms make NLTK an outstanding NLP tool.

The Stanford CoreNLP(http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml) and the Apache OpenNLP(http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/index.html) projects are the two most reliable and advanced Java-based NLP tools. Although their quality is unquestionable, using them require advanced knowledge of the Java language and object oriented programming methodology. The lack of good tutorials and comprehensive documentation mean a barrier to non-programmers.

SNLTK(http://www.snltk.org/) is the most comprehensive Lisp-based NLP library. It is designed for educational purposes, building on the rich ecosystem around Racket and Scheme. SNLTK inspired us as its authors emphasize the rich Lisp literature on the foundations computational Linguistics[8].

Prolog once was a prominent language among computational linguists. Logic programming is ideal for expressing foun-
dational concepts like automata theory and one can easily implement basic grammar formalisms in Prolog. A rich literature[6, 5] developed around the language over the years but the decline of symbolic AI made Prolog less popular, leaving it inaccessible for a wider audience.

In the last decade, Haskell has emerged as a new tool for those who are interested in applying computational methods to logic and semantics. Titles like [10] and [20] laid down foundations. Natural Language Processing for the Working Programmer[9] is a work-in-progress open book and a proof of concept of the usage of Haskell for statistical NLP.

The R statistical programming language is very popular among corpus linguists, psycholinguists and social scientists. Packages like tm[12] and zipfR[11] are not only valuable educational and research tools, but can be used in applied research too. Despite its merits, it is criticized because of its steep learning curve and inherent problems with parallelism and scalability[15].

3. MOTIVATIONS FOR CHOOSING CLOJURE

We believe that Clojure is a good choice as a second programming language for scholars and students in the humanities and social sciences. At present, we would like to test our assumptions through mini case studies.

Norvig in his seminal Paradigms of Artificial Intelligence Programming[17] lists eight features that make Lisp different and the natural choice for artificial intelligence programming: built-in support for lists, automatic storage management, dynamic typing, first-class functions, uniform syntax, interactive environment, extensibility, and history.

Clojure not only supports lists, but other common data structures. Every popular IDE has Clojure support and emacs with Slime(http://common-lisp.net/project/slime/) or VimClojure(http://www.vim.org/scripts/script.php?script_id=2501) provide users with a high quality development environment. Java interoperability means more extensibility with the abundance of Java libraries. We have to add to the list the open source community built around the language, which made tools like the ClojureScript(https://github.com/clojure/clojurescript) and the ClojureScriptOne(http://clojurescriptone.com/) web development environment and the pallet tool for cloud computing(http://palletops.com/) which reduces the learning curve as one gets things done in a language.

As an extensible language, Clojure is multiparadigmatic. Type checking is optional, and core.logic implements miniKaren, a Prolog-like logic programming library.

3.1 Pedagogical considerations

Although the curriculum is changing, some elementary logic is usually part of the humanities education, at least in philosophy and linguistics programs. Social scientists have to acquire statistics and get used to a basic level of mathematical rigour during their studies. Given this background and some exposure to the fundamental concepts of programming they are in a very good position to learn 21st century computing skills that can be useful in academic research and even in the job market.

However the above mentioned type of people have to face serious problems when they want to deepen their knowledge. Although we have well-written accessible books on computational linguistics they are either outdated or one should learn at least two programming languages in parallel to get things done.

3.2 Scientific considerations

Computing is going through a big change[13]. The available data grows exponentially; “today’s big data is tomorrow’s mid-size” as the saying goes[19]. New technologies, and even new professions like data scientist have emerged in the last few years.

As the Google n-gram viewer(http://books.google.com/ngrams) project shows we can have access to unimaginable amount of data[16]. To work effectively and be able to collaborate with colleagues from other fields, humanities researchers need a tool that is smoothly scalable.

While Linguistics is not traditionally a data-intensive science, with the increasing size of linguistic databases, it is nevertheless entering the era of the fourth paradigm[14], where managing and accessing data is as integral a part of the scientific process as collecting it using computational methods. These unprecedented possibilities urge linguists to build a cyber-infrastructure[2] and rethink their theories[1] in the light of data.

Using a tool, like Clojure, that addresses these issues could foster scholarly work of a new type, and especially interdisciplinary work.

4. MINI CASE STUDIES

We started a project blog where we are showing off possible uses of Clojure and we are trying to get feedback from Clojure enthusiast and members of the humanities computing community. We found two types of interested individuals; the first is using computational methods as a tool during their analysis, the second is interested in using the computational tools to express their ideas.

4.1 Java interoperability

The first group sees programming as a tool that helps analysis. This does not mean that they compromise quality for usability. This group can benefit from the interoperability of Clojure with high quality Java libraries like OpenNLP. A corpus linguist interested in the distribution of various parts of speech elements can use a POS tagger to automatically tag collections of raw electronic texts. As a common software engineering practice, one can use a tool as a kind of black box without any expert knowledge about its internal mechanism.

OpenNLP can be integrated into a Clojure project via Leiningen. One can easily define the necessary tools to POS tag sentences with a few line of code.
There is no need for expert knowledge to get started with counting parts of speech. Thinking about linguistic data structures in terms of lists (or sets and hash-maps) is a natural choice, as using functions on these structures is close to linguistic formalism. Counting parts of speech in a text can be expressed in an easy to read manner.

\[
\text{(defn tag-sent [sent] (pos-tag (tokenize sent)))}
\]

\[
\text{(def pos-austen (map pos-tag (map tokenize (get-sentences austen)))))}
\]

\[
\text{(pos-filter determiners "^DT")}
\]

\[
\text{(pos-filter prepositions "^IN")}
\]

\[
\text{(def preps (reduce + (map count (map prepositions pos-austen))))}
\]

\[
\text{(def dets (reduce + (map count (map determiners pos-austen))))}
\]

\[
\text{(def vps (reduce + (map count (map verbs pos-austen)))))}
\]

\[
\text{(def stats [nps vps dets preps])}
\]

\[
\text{(view (bar-chart ["nps" "vps" "dts" "preps"] stats))}
\]

The output graph can be seen in Fig. 1.

Collecting and presenting word frequency distributions is a tedious task. Linguists often use pipelines of various tools, one for collecting and cleaning up texts and another for analyzing and report findings. This works requires using wrappers of third party tools like part of speech taggers. The aforementioned process is called "software carpentry", which describes the pragmatic approach of those who see software as a means, not an end. But as we have described in Section 3.2, the scale of scientific data is changing and traditional tools for processing it are becoming insufficient. While the product of "carpentry" can be used as prototypes, we can gain in productivity by using interoperable tools.

In the future, the ability to work together with computer scientists will be more important. Product cycles are getting shorter and shorter, the border of prototyping and production is disappearing and parallelism is becoming common.

4.2 Logic programming

Logic programming is a programming paradigm that uses mathematical logic for writing programs. Logic programs are classically written as sets of inference rules and a query over the rule database. The execution of a logic program is an attempt to constructively prove the query using a built-in proof-search method.

Many concepts in computational linguistics, such as automata and grammars, can be described declaratively. Logic programming languages can be used to turn their definitions into computations. Linguists can write recognizers, parsers and generators without implementing a search algorithm.

Prolog has been the dominant logic programming language in linguistics and beyond. Its use has diminished over the years; however, the premise of logic programming still stands. The recent language Kanren is an embedded logic programming environment in Scheme. A version of the library called miniKanren[7] has been ported to Clojure in the form of the core.logic library.

Below we implement an automata in core.logic that accepts lists consisting of multiple copies of the letter \( a \), as seen in Fig. 2.
(defrel start q)
(fact start 'ok)

(defrel transition from via to)
(facts transition [['ok 'a 'ok]
['ok 'b 'fail]
['fail 'a 'fail]
['fail 'b 'fail]])

(defrel accepting q)
(fact accepting 'ok)

(defn recognize
  ([input]
   (fresh [q0]
     (start q0)
     (recognize q0 input)))

  ([q input]
   (matche [input]
     ([[i . nput]]
      (accepting q))
     ([[i . nput]]
      (fresh [qto]
        (transition q i qto)
        (recognize qto nput)))))))

We can use the automata to recognize strings in the language, or even to generate them.

(run* [q] (recognize '(a a a)))
;; => (._.0) where "._." implies success (run* [q] (recognize '(a a a)))
;; => ()

(run 3 [q] (recognize q))
;; => (().0 (a) (a a))

Embedding in a functional language permits the use of logic programming just when appropriate. That is an advantage over Prolog, which does not feature functional constructs.

5. FUTURE WORK

Our primary goal is to provide more mini-case studies and get more feedback from a wider audience. Ultimately, we would like to combine the case studies into a toolkit that can be used for linguistic education and research.
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